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What’s new in CitectSCADA v7.40
™

With simplicity, efficiency and a modern look and feel in mind CitectSCADA™ v7.40
delivers many new and exciting features. These features continue to support
CitectSCADA’s position as one of the markets leading SCADA product offer.

New features
at a glance

• New modern templates
• Object based
referencing

• Equipment Editor
• Equipment Example

New Modern
Templates to
improve the user
experience

New Modern Templates
CitectSCADA v7.40 features new simplified templates designed to deliver a more modern application. These templates are designed to offer
a familiar operator run-time experience, as their features align with many other commonly used software applications.
Within these new templates, the equipment hierarchy can also now be used to navigate your system in a simple and efficient manner. The
templates are designed to suit popular wide screen resolutions, allowing quick access to the configuration menu of a project alongside
the equipment hierarchy. This allows operators a choice in the best way to rapidly obtain the information they require. Another exciting new
feature of these templates, is that they also now display a recent page list. This allows the user to quickly navigate between pages.

Other v7.40 features

• Windows 8 and Server 2012 certified
• Support for Office 2013 with DBF Add-in
• OFS 3.40 and 3.50 compatibility
• Support for Dual scale in Process Analyst
• Software key licensing support for virtualized machines

Object based Referencing
CitectSCADA v7.40 also continues to enhance object based referencing abilities. This version implements the
support of Equipment.Item syntax in graphics and scripting. This continues the journey of transitioning from a
flat tag based system. It delivers the capability that allows engineers to create more efficient libraries by allowing
graphics to be matched to database components. This enables the creation of object libraries.
Customers currently utilizing a tag based system have a path to simply migrate to an object based system.
This migration can be achieved without the need to recommission I/O tags. A flexible approach to progressively
update graphics on a page is available and provides a choice on when to deploy the updates to the production
system. This version provides the flexibility to support both flat tag and object based implementations and both
approaches will be supported within the same projects.
Through the implementation of an object based hierarchy, CiitectSCADA provides the infrastructure and tools for
a project to be implemented to achieve compliance to the ISA-S88.

Equipment Editor
CitectSCADA v7.40 delivers a new Equipment Editor. This editor provides an intuitive graphical user interface
in which an engineer can efficiently configure equipment templates and equipment hierarchy instances. This
editor will allow the creation, deletion, modification and updating of equipment templates and equipment
hierarchy instances in a centralized location. This enables a reduction in the time required for engineering
and also minimizes the learning curve for engineers by simplifying the process.
Equipment templates standardize the configuration
of equipment across different systems. The advantage
of using equipment templates is that each type of
equipment needs only to be configured once. The
equipment type can then be instantiated multiple
times throughout projects without requiring further
engineering. This reduces engineering time and
delivers consistency both within and across projects.
Equipment hierarchy provides the ability to design
your process utilizing a hierarchical structure, and
delivers powerful features for operators. The
equipment hierarchy can be used by the operator to
browse, sort and filter lists of tags. When combined
with the new variable tag browse, an operator can
search and display lists of tags based on rich data
quality information including tag properties such as
manual override or control inhibit.
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Examples of Equipment
The capabilities of object based referencing in graphics and equipment templates for database objects can
now be used together to create efficient libraries by creating matching graphics (symbols and faceplates)
to database components (IO, Alarm, Trend Tags, etc). This enables engineers to create object libraries for
common process equipment (Motor, Valve, Conveyor, PID, etc) or communications devices (PLCs, Servers,
Field Devices, etc).
These libraries can be implemented using the latest best practice technical and UI guidelines,
which enables a consistent implementation and common look and feel within a project and also
can be used across multiple projects. They can also be utilized to assist in achieving customer
specific or industry standards compliance.
CitectSCADA v7.40 includes an example of a motor object. This object is implemented using an
adaptable equipment template, graphics symbol and matching faceplate that can accommodate
many different motor types (e.g. single or multiple start/stop and feedback command options)
and is independent of the PLC or communications protocol used. Additionally, the faceplate is
constructed so the home tab can be easily adapted by customers to their specific industry or
customer standards for UI design.

EcoStruxure Web Services
CitectSCADA v7.40 delivers EcoStruxure web Services (EWS). EWS facilitates enhanced
connectivity via the implementation of server and clients for the transfer of real time data. EWS
delivers web based interoperability between other Schneider and partner products, providing
customers with a streamlined and powerful way to share data across the various software
applications.

EWS utilizes web based https protocol as a means to securely transfer data. This is an enabling protocol for transferring data to and
from applications in the cloud. Interoperability is tested and validated so that performance expectations are clearly defined. EWS
enables two way data transfers such as from the control level of the software suite right up to the enterprise level or down to device level.
This delivers the benefit of having the ability to harvest data from various applications, with the increased speed of commissioning, and
the heightened accuracy of data sets. Customers will get the data they need, where and when they need it.

Software update tool - standard update tool
Schneider Electrics software update tool delivers standard automated notification of service packs, releases and safety & security
issues. The tools can be installed on the engineering not production system to allow users to stay up to date with the latest features of
their product.
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